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List One—Day One 

Here is our first list of words. 

1. diligently—steadily; carefully
2. testifying—giving facts or proof
3. substance—main part; essence
4. impossible—cannot be done
5. evidence—facts or proof
6. framed—constructed; established

Bonus Words 
7. unopposed—approved of; agreed with
8. unlimited—boundless; unbounded
9. protection—security; shielding
10. hamper—hinder; restrict
11. hangar—shed for storing aircraft

Read each of the words. 

Now, go back over the words again. Say the word aloud. Spell the word aloud. Say the word aloud 
again. 

Write each of the words one time. Write your bonus words two times. Don’t forget to include the 
definitions when you copy the words. 

On the following pages is the copywork activity to review selected words. The copywork is from the 
New Testament, Hebrews 11:1-6 (KJV). 
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Now/faith/is/the/substance/of/things//
hoped/for,/the/evidence/of/things/not//
seen.////////////////////////////// 
 

For/by/it/the/elders/obtained/a/good//
report.///////////////////////////// 
 

Through/faith/we/understand/that////
the/worlds/were/framed/by/the/word/
of/God,/so/that/things/which/are/seen/
were/not/made/of/things/which/do////
appear.//////////////////////////// 
 

By/faith/Abel/offered/unto/God/a////
more/excellent/sacrifice/than/Cain,/by/
which/he/obtained/witness/that/he////
was/righteous,/God/testifying/of/his/// 
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gifts:/and/by/it/he/being/dead/yet////
speaketh./////////////////////////// 
 

By/faith/Enoch/was/translated/that//
he/should/not/see/death;/and/was////
not/found,/because/God/had//////////
translated/him:/for/before/his//////// 
translation/he/had/this/testimony,///
that/he/pleased/God.///////////////// 
 

But/without/faith/it/is/impossible/to/
please/him:/for/he/that/cometh/to////
God/must/believe/that/he/is,/and/////
that/he/is/a/rewarder/of/them/that///
diligently/seek/him.///////////////// 
Hebrews/11:1-6/(KJV)//////////////  
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Now/faith/is/the/substance/of/things//
hoped/for,/the/evidence/of/things/not//
seen.////////////////////////////// 
 

For/by/it/the/elders/obtained/a/good//
report.///////////////////////////// 
 

Through/faith/we/understand/that////
the/worlds/were/framed/by/the/word/
of/God,/so/that/things/which/are/seen/
were/not/made/of/things/which/do////
appear.//////////////////////////// 
 

By/faith/Abel/offered/unto/God/a////
more/excellent/sacrifice/than/Cain,/by/
which/he/obtained/witness/that/he////
was/righteous,/God/testifying/of/his///   
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gifts:/and/by/it/he/being/dead/yet////
speaketh./////////////////////////// 
 

By/faith/Enoch/was/translated/that//
he/should/not/see/death;/and/was////
not/found,/because/God/had//////////
translated/him:/for/before/his//////// 
translation/he/had/this/testimony,///
that/he/pleased/God.///////////////// 
 

But/without/faith/it/is/impossible/to/
please/him:/for/he/that/cometh/to////
God/must/believe/that/he/is,/and/////
that/he/is/a/rewarder/of/them/that///
diligently/seek/him.///////////////// 
Hebrews/11:1-6/(KJV)//////////////  
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List One—Day Two 
 

1. diligently—steadily; carefully  
2. testifying—giving facts or proof  
3. substance—main part; essence  
4. impossible—cannot be done  
5. evidence—facts or proof  
6. framed—constructed; established  
 
Bonus Words 
7. unopposed—approved of; agreed with 
8. unlimited—boundless; unbounded  
9. protection—security; shielding  
10. hamper—hinder; restrict  
11. hangar—shed for storing aircraft 
 
 
Write your words in alphabetical order on the lines beside the puzzle. Use the list you have written 
to find each of your spelling words in the word search below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vocabulary Builder 
 
Have you ever stopped to think about the fact that we often use the same words over and over to 
express ourselves? Sometimes we even have trouble saying exactly what we mean because we 
aren’t sure what words to use to say it. It’s time to liven up our conversation and writing with new 
words!   
 
You are going to create your own personal dictionary. This is your dictionary of new words that can 
be incorporated into your day-to-day life.  

   
1.     _________________________ 

2.     _________________________ 

3.     _________________________ 

4.     _________________________ 

5.     _________________________ 

6.     _________________________ 

7.     _________________________ 

8.     _________________________ 

9.     _________________________ 

10.   _________________________ 

11.   _________________________ SAMPLE
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Choose a word from this week’s spelling list that you like. It does not matter which word you 
choose. Print out the dictionary page to use for the exercises we will be doing, or use a piece of 
notebook paper, whichever you like. 
 
Today’s personal dictionary assignment is to write your chosen word at the top of the dictionary 
page and start adding it to your vocabulary. Look up the word in a dictionary and copy the          
pronunciation on your dictionary page. Next, write your word divided into syllables. Practice saying 
the word properly according to the dictionary pronunciation.  
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List One—Day Three 
 

1. diligently—steadily; carefully  
2. testifying—giving facts or proof  
3. substance—main part; essence  
4. impossible—cannot be done  
5. evidence—facts or proof  
6. framed—constructed; established  
 
Bonus Words 
7. unopposed—approved of; agreed with 
8. unlimited—boundless; unbounded  
9. protection—security; shielding  
10. hamper—hinder; restrict  
11. hangar—shed for storing aircraft 
 
 
Write this week’s spelling words below. After you have written them, divide them into syllables. Put 
a slash between the syllables of the word. For example, the word create would be divided this way:    
cre/ate.  
 
1. _________________________ 

 
2. _________________________ 

 
3.  _________________________ 

 
4. _________________________ 

 
5. _________________________ 

 
6. _________________________ 

 
7. _________________________ 

 
8. _________________________ 

 
9. _________________________ 

 
10. _________________________ 

 
11. _________________________ 
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Read the following verses or quotations. In each one there is an italicized word that replaces the 
word that was originally used in the verse or quotation. The italicized word is a synonym for the 
spelling word which belongs in that spot. Rewrite the verse or quotation using the correct spelling 
word in place of the italicized word. 

 
1. Aggression approved of becomes a contagious disease. (Jimmy Carter)  
 
2. There is nothing more corrupting, nothing more destructive of the noblest and finest feelings of 
our nature, than the exercise of unbounded power. (William Henry Harrison) 
 
3. It is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God, to obey his will, to be 
grateful for his benefits, and humbly to implore his shielding and favor. . . (George Washington)  
 
Explain what each of the above quotations means to you. Discuss your explanations with a parent 
after you have written them. 
 
 
Vocabulary Builder 
 
Look up your word in the dictionary and copy one or more of the definitions onto your dictionary 
page. Use your word in normal conversation at least three times today. Learn to be comfortable 
with the new word and make it part of your normal vocabulary. 
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List One—Day Four 
 

1. diligently—steadily; carefully  
2. testifying—giving facts or proof  
3. substance—main part; essence  
4. impossible—cannot be done  
5. evidence—facts or proof  
6. framed—constructed; established  
 
Bonus Words 
7. unopposed—approved of; agreed with 
8. unlimited—boundless; unbounded  
9. protection—security; shielding  
10. hamper—hinder; restrict  
11. hangar—shed for storing aircraft 
 
 
Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues below. You will notice that there are extra words in 
the crossword that are not in your spelling list. These are easy words added to make the puzzle 
more interesting.  
 

 

 1
   2

   3
     4

    5
  6

 

7
    8

           9
       

    10
  11

    12
               

13
     14

               

   15
  16

      17
                 

                      

18
             19

  20
         

               21
     22

   

23
                     24

     

     25
        26

         

27
             28

             

    29
     30

        31
 

32
 

33
         34

          35
  36

    

                     

37
        38

            39
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Vocabulary Builder 
 
Write one sentence for the word you chose to work with this week. Next, write the word and write 
two synonyms after it. Write the word again and write two antonyms after it. 
 
Use your word in normal conversation at least three times again today. This will help you remember 
the word when you are talking with friends and family. 

 

Across: 
2.   opposite of worst 
5.   opposite of on 
7.   small animals kept as pets that sometimes  
      catch mice or rats 
10. cannot be done 
14. abbreviation for railroad 
16. opposite of cold 
17. main part; essence 
18. steadily; carefully 
21. what you use to see with 
23. what you are called 
24. something you use to row a boat 
25. opposite of low 
27. how you take food into your body 
28. shed for storing aircraft 
29. opposite of out 
31. a pronoun that can refer to an inanimate  
      object 
33. a type of fish 
34. approved of; agreed with 
37. past tense of ride 
38. someone who helps 
39. to move suddenly to get out of the way  

 

Down: 
1.   what you can buy some foods in 
3.   baseball, football, or soccer could be one     
      of these 
4. what a baby might wear when they are  
      eating 
5.   a very large body of water 
6.   constructed; established 
8.   what you do in a chair 
9.   giving facts or proof 
11. security; shielding 
12. short for sister 
13. facts or proof 
15. boundless; unbounded 
19. opposite of loose 
20. opposite of no 
22. to fly high in the air 
26. hinder; restrict 
29. a place to stay when you are on vacation 
30. something you use when you take a  
      shower 
32. opposite of wild 
33. automobile 
35. opposite of happy 
36. what you might call your father  
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List One—Day Five 
 
1. diligently—steadily; carefully  
2. testifying—giving facts or proof  
3. substance—main part; essence  
4. impossible—cannot be done  
5. evidence—facts or proof  
6. framed—constructed; established  
 
Bonus Words 
7. unopposed—approved of; agreed with 
8. unlimited—boundless; unbounded  
9. protection—security; shielding  
10. hamper—hinder; restrict  
11. hangar—shed for storing aircraft 
 
 
We are going to end the work on this list with a little decoding. Since the verses we used to start 
this list are from the King James version of the Bible, let’s use books of the Bible to help decode the 
words. The clues under the spaces will help you find the letters you need to fill in the blanks. Only 
some letters are given; you will have to figure the rest out for yourself. The books you will use are: 
 

The first book of the Old Testament 
The fifth book of the Old Testament 

The tenth book of the New Testament 
The twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 

 
 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   
 1             2                    3              
 
 1. Third letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 2. Tenth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 3. First letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 
 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___     
                1             2                           3 
 
 1. Second letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 2. Seventh letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
 3. Fifth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
   
 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   
                1             2                    3 
 
 1. Seventh letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 2. First letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 3. Sixth letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
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___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___       
         1                    2            3                    4 
 
 1. Eighth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 2. First letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
 3. Eighth letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 4.  Eleventh letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 

  
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___       
  1            2                           3 
 
 1. Third letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Fifth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 3. Fourth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
   

 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   
         1                    2     3                            
 
 1. Third letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 2. Fifth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 3. Eighth letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
  

 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   
         1             2            3            
 
 1. Seventh letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 2. First letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
 3. Sixth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
  

 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___       
                1             2            3             4 
 
 1. Fifth letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
 2. Sixth letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 3. Eleventh letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 4. Tenth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
  

 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___         
         1             2             3            4      
 
 1. Eighth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Second letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 3. Ninth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 4. Second letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
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___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___         
         1             2            3      4 
 
 1. Third letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Ninth letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 3. Sixth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 4. Third letter in the name of the first book of the Old Testament 
   
 
___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___            
         1     2             3            
    
 1. Sixth letter in the name of the fifth book of the Old Testament 
 2. Sixth letter in the name of the twenty-seventh book of the New Testament 
 3. Fourth letter in the name of the tenth book of the New Testament 
 
 
Vocabulary Builder 
 
Review the word you have chosen for your dictionary page. Continue to use it whenever it fits into 
daily conversation and writing.  
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